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Garden Box Set #1: The Ultimate Guide to Raised Bed Gardening for Beginners (How to Grow

Flowers and Vegetables in Raised Beds for a Successful Garden) + The Ultimate Guide to

Vegetable Gardening for Beginners (How to Grow Your Own Healthy Organic Vegetables All Year

Round!) + The Ultimate Guide to Companion Gardening for Beginners (How to Use Companion

Plants for a Successful Flower or Vegetable Garden) + Greenhouse Gardening for Beginners (How

to Grow Flowers and Vegetables Year-Round In Your Greenhouse) + + Container Gardening For

Beginners (The Essential Basics Of Container Gardening To Growing Fruits, Vegetables & Herbs In

The Smallest Spaces!) ****GREAT DEAL! 1 CLICK FOR 5 BOOKS. SAVE BY BUYING

TOGETHER THEN SEPARATE****Raised Bed Gardening Covered:An OverviewBuilding The

Raised BedsIntensive GardeningGreat Garden Vegetables for BeginnersEasy to Grow Flowers for

BeginnersRaised Bed Gardening TipsMuch, much more!Vegetable Gardening Covered:Real Men

Know Their DirtSmall Plots Make for a Great Start Your Personal Salad Bar 3The Plot

Thickens!Finally it's Time to Plant!Watering Your PlantsTrimming and Harvesting and Final

ThoughtsMuch, much more!Companion Gardening Covered:What is Companion

Gardening?Phases of Companion GardeningCategories of Companion GardeningCompanion

Planting Chart(insert bullet point)Perfect CombinationsMuch, much more!Greenhouse Gardening

Covered:A Short History of the GreenhouseWhy Grow Plants in a Greenhouse? How to Build Your

GreenhousePreparing for Growing SeasonPlanting
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I am a novice gardener and chose this set of books thinking it would be a helpful, comprehensive

guide to growing things. I was also under the impression that it was actually a SET of books, not

some little thing slightly larger than a pamphlet supposedly containing five books within it. This is a

THIN booklet containing poorly written, short, unorganized paragraphs about random things related

to gardening. There are NO pictures, which would be extremely helpful when the author was

describing (I use that word loosely) different gardening tools, containers, plants, and methods of

planting. There are numerous grammatical errors and tons of repitition, especially considering its

size. I bought it mainly because of the amazing reviews, but am extremely disappointed. Also, the

design and layout of the book look like it was done in Microsoft Paint by a middle school student. I

would not recommend this book and I believe all of the five-star reviews are made up.

I bought this box set specifically for the book on raised bed gardening, but having all of the others in

the set is actually fantastic! It's given me a really good overview of the whole process and what's

available to me with gardening.I particularly found the raised bed gardening book really helpful. This

is a great book if you want to get started on raised bed gardening, and get it right the first time! It is a

very practical book that will walk you though every step of the process. Whether you're dealing with

a new site, or if you're re-working a current one, it gives all the information you will need. I found the

concept of 'Lasagna' gardening and structuring the layers to be particularly helpful for me

specifically. It also breaks down some plants that are great to start with, how to use them, and why

they're so good.This is a great and practical set that has gotten me started on my gardening

journey. If you're keen to get into gardening and want a very comprehensive outline of the whole

process, then I highly recommend this entire set!

By, do I feel ripped off! The content of a pamphlet is being presented in 144 pages. Four pages

advertise here other books, which are not related to gardening. this author is not a gardener but a

practitioner of the art of cut and paste. This is the printed compilation of 6 ebooks, each with 8

pages of Introduction and "thanks for buying my book" fillers. the actual 'content' pages were not

much more informative.they were vague, redundant, and poorly written. I did see one chart, on

companion planting, that looked as if it might have been useful. Iwas so annoyed at what I had in

my hand that I did not actually read that. I am returning this pamphlet.

I plant a garden every year but always wanted to learn more about every aspect of it so when I had

the chance to get this set of books, I jumped at the opportunity. These books are an incredible asset



for anyone who is interested in gardening. I love how it shows you everything about raised garden

beds, what plants compliment your garden, everything! This is the best set of books on gardening

I've come across yet! I've learned a ton of helpful information!I did receive this product at a

promotional price for my honest, unbiased review and all opinions expressed are my own.

My husband and I recently purchased our first home and I finally got to start my own vegetable

garden. Without knowing the history of the property or surrounding area, I am bit apprehensive

about planting in the ground because who knows what kind of chemicals could be in our soil so I

purchased this set to get educated in raised bed and container gardening, at least for my first

season until I can gather more information. This is an all encompassing set of information that

taught me many useful tips and tricks to have a successful garden. i have already began planting

some brussel sprouts and green beans and can't wait to get to my tomatoes! A good set for

beginners in gardening or pros.

I really love this book,easy to understand,cover the most popular and important plants and flowers

of the garders with very useful tips and the very concept of the bed gardening. In chapter 4 you can

learn about how to plant some on the most popular vegetables as the carrot,spinach,arugula and

tomatoes. Chapter 4 teach about how to grow up flowers as the marigold,cosmos and poppies.

Chapter 6 will complement all the other chapters talking about:How to maximize the space and how

much you will need for each thing,the positions you can use on the beds and some other cool tips.

My opinion,if you can buy it,JUST DO IT.

This is a great box set for anyone starting to garden. Having just moved to a new house where we

are happy to finally be able to garden this set has given us lots to work with. I especially like the

Raised Bed Gardening for Beginners as this is something my wife is very excited about. Lots of

hints and tips that city folk like us don't necessarily know and are thankful for. Plus, 5 books for the

price of 1. You can't beat that.

This manual teaches how to grow and prune the garden plants best known for the best flowers,

leaves, stems and fruits my garden is very small and I must confess that I'm starting now I have

time but apparently it works also for larger gardens, it is a book for gardeners who like gardening,

the first book will thrill. and the collection is very well written, and sure you will have as a reference

book for all that fences do gardening, reading a pray always turn to my taste but I constantly I read it



and I barely came into this world.
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